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Ali 
 

A V necked jumper with a difference: the v shaping is 

formed with eyelets, and then edged with a double cast 

off edge to finish. 

 

Knit in Yeoman Panama 

Gauge: 32 stitches and 40 rows over 4” or 10 cm on T7. 

Hems knitted on T6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

V neck instructions for all sizes 
 

  

 

 

  

3 FINISHING INSTRUCTIONS FOR V NECK: 

N.B. YOU WILL HAVE TO DO THIS IN 

STAGES, AS YOU WON’T BE ABLE TO PUT 

ALL STITCHES ON THE NEEDLES AT ONCE 

1 KEY TO EYELET DECREASE 

INSTRUCTIONS 

2 EYELET DECREASE TOP ROW IS STAGE 1 

Leave empty needle 6 in working 

position at end of move to form 

eyelet 
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35 inch finished chest size 
 

BACK: 

1.  Cast on 150 sts in WY, using TD6 and open edge method.  Work 6 rows, ending COR.  Change 

to MY.  Work even for 28 rows.  You may wish to work a turn or picot row halfway.  To 

complete the hem, graft the cast-on sts to the last row worked.   

2.  Change to TD7 and Stocking stitch, RC000.  Work 20 rows.   

3.  Waist Shaping.  Dec 1 st at each end of next row, then every following 4th row 13 times to 122 

sts.  74 rows total.  Work even for 15 rows.  Inc 1 st at each end of next row, then every 

following 7th row 9 times to 142 sts.  154 rows total.  Work even for 18 rows (172 rows total).  

COR.   

4.  Armhole shaping.  Cast off 8 sts at beginning of next 2 rows.    COR.  Dec 1 st at each end of 

every alternate row for 20 rows.  Total 194 rows with 106 sts remaining.   

5.  Work a further 54 rows even.  COR.  Total 248 rows. 

6.  Shoulder shaping.  Cast off 9 sts at beginning of next 2 rows.  Cast off 10 sts at beginning of 

following 4 rows.  COR.  [A neater finish is achieved by putting stitches into holding position 

instead of casting off, carriage on hold, and finally taking off on waste yarn, to be rehung with 

the corresponding front shoulder stitches, then cast off together] 

7.  Total 254 rows with 48 sts remaining for back of neck.  Cast off loosely as instructions on front 

page, or take off on waste yarn to finish later. 

  

FRONT: 

1-3 Follow steps 1, 2 and 3 as for back.  COR. 

4.  Divide for neck.    71 sts each side. Before dividing for the neck take stitches L1 and R1 onto two 
separate single transfer tools and cross over stitches placing L1 onto R1 and R1 onto L1  (this 
stops a gap forming) Place LH needles in HP, to work right neck. 

5.  Armhole.    Dec for armhole at both ends, as for back.  AT THE SAME TIME,  

6.  Shape neck. SEE CHART ON TITLE PAGE FOR INSTRUCTIONS! Dec 1 st at neck edge 

of next row, then every 3rd row until 29 sts remain. Knit to 248 rows.   

7.  Shoulder shaping.  Cast off as for back. 

8.  Left neck.  COL.  Work as for right neck, reversing shapings. 

  

SLEEVES: 

1.  Cast on 82 sts in WY, using TD6 and open edge method.  Work 6 rows, ending COR.  Change to 

MY.  Work even for 22 rows.  You may wish to work a turn or picot row halfway.  To complete 

the hem, graft the cast-on sts to the last row worked.   

2.  Change to TD7 and Stocking stitch, RC000.   

3.  Inc 1 st at each end of every 18th row 5 times to 92 sts (90 rows total). 

4.  Work even to total 108 rows.  COR.   

5.  Shape cap.  Cast off 8 sts at beg of next two rows (76 sts rem).  Dec 1 st at each end of every 2nd 

row 8 times, then dec 1 st at each end of every 3rd row 8 times, then dec 1 st at each end of every 

2nd row 7 times.  Total 164 rows.  COR.  Cast off remaining 30 sts loosely.   

  

SHOULDER SEAMS:  

1.  Sew fronts to back along shoulder seams.   

  

FINISHING: 

1.  Sew sleeve top to armhole, easing to fit.  Sew side and sleeve seams.  Sew any remaining seams.   

2.  Finish neckline edges. See title page for instructions. 

3.  Darn/weave/sew in all loose ends. 
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37” finished chest size 
 

BACK: 

1.  Cast on 158 sts in WY, using TD6 and open edge method.  Work 6 rows, ending COR.  Change 

to MY.  Work even for 28 rows.  You may wish to work a turn or picot row halfway.  To 

complete the hem, graft the cast-on sts to the last row worked.   

2.  Change to TD7 and Stocking stitch, RC000.  Work 20 rows.   

3.  Waist Shaping.  Dec 1 st at each end of next row, then every following 4th row 14 times to 128 

sts.  78 rows total.  Work even for 18 rows.  Inc 1 st at each end of next row, then every 

following 6th row 10 times to 150 sts.  158 rows total.  Work even for 18 rows (176 rows total).  

COR.   

4.  Armhole shaping.  Cast off 8 sts at beginning of next 2 rows.    COR.  Dec 1 st at each end of 

every alternate row for 24 rows.  Total 202 rows with 110 sts remaining.   

5.  Work a further 52 rows even.  COR.  Total 254 rows. 

6.  Shoulder shaping.  Cast off 10 sts at beginning of next 6 rows.  COR. [A neater finish is achieved 

by putting stitches into holding position instead of casting off, carriage on hold, and finally 

taking off on waste yarn, to be rehung with the corresponding front shoulder stitches, then cast 

off together]  

7.  Total 260 rows with 50 sts remaining for back of neck.  Cast off loosely as instructions on front 

page, or take off on waste yarn to finish later. 

 

  

FRONT: 

1-3 Follow steps 1, 2 and 3 as for back.  COR. 

4.  Divide for neck.    75 sts each side. Before dividing for the neck take stitches L1 and R1 onto two 
separate single transfer tools and cross over stitches placing L1 onto R1 and R1 onto L1  (this 
stops a gap forming)Place LH needles in HP, to work right neck. 

5.  Armhole.    Dec for armhole at both ends, as for back.  AT THE SAME TIME,  

6.  Shape neck. SEE CHART ON TITLE PAGE FOR INSTRUCTIONS!  Dec 1 st at neck edge 

of next row, then every 3rd row until 30 sts remain.  Knit to 254 rows.   

7.  Shoulder shaping.  Cast off as for back. 

8.  Left neck.  COL.  Work as for right neck, reversing shapings. 

  

SLEEVES: 

1.  Cast on 70 sts in WY, using TD6 and open edge method.  Work 6 rows, ending COR.  Change to 

MY.  Work even for 22 rows.  You may wish to work a turn or picot row halfway.  To complete 

the hem, graft the cast-on sts to the last row worked.   

2.  Change to TD7 and Stocking stitch, RC000.   

3.  Inc 1 st at each end of every 7th row 3 times, then every 8th row 10 times to 96 sts (101 rows 

total). 

4.  Work even to total 108 rows.  COR.   

5.  Shape cap.  Cast off 8 sts at beg of next two rows (80 sts rem).  Dec 1 st at each end of every 2nd 

row 9 times, then dec 1 st at each end of every 3rd row 6 times, then dec 1 st at each end of every 

2nd row 9 times.  Total 164 rows.  COR.  Cast off remaining 32 sts loosely.   

  

SHOULDER SEAMS:  

1.  Sew fronts to back along shoulder seams.   

  

FINISHING: 

1.  Sew sleeve top to armhole, easing to fit.  Sew side and sleeve seams.  Sew any remaining seams.   

2.  Finish neckline edges.  See title page for instructions 

3.  Darn/weave/sew in all loose ends. 
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39” finished chest size 
 

BACK: 

1.  Cast on 166 sts in WY, using TD6 and open edge method.  Work 6 rows, ending COR.  Change 

to MY.  Work even for 30 rows.  You may wish to work a turn or picot row halfway.  To 

complete the hem, graft the cast-on sts to the last row worked.   

2.  Change to TD7 and Stocking stitch, RC000.  Work 16 rows.   

3.  Waist Shaping.  Dec 1 st at each end of next row, then every following 5th row 14 times to 136 

sts.  88 rows total.  Work even for 2 rows.  Inc 1 st at each end of next row, then every following 

7th row 10 times to 158 sts.  162 rows total.  Work even for 18 rows (180 rows total).  COR.   

4.  Armhole shaping.  Cast off 9 sts at beginning of next 2 rows.    COR.  Dec 1 st at each end of 

every alternate row for 26 rows.  Total 208 rows with 114 sts remaining.   

5.  Work a further 52 rows even.  COR.  Total 260 rows. 

6.  Shoulder shaping.  Cast off 10 sts at beginning of next 4 rows.  Cast off 11 sts at beginning of 

following 2 rows.  COR.  [A neater finish is achieved by putting stitches into holding position 

instead of casting off, carriage on hold, and finally taking off on waste yarn, to be rehung with 

the corresponding front shoulder stitches, then cast off together] 

7.  Total 266 rows with 52 sts remaining for back of neck.  Cast off loosely as instructions on front 

page, or take off on waste yarn to finish later. 

. 

  

FRONT: 

1-3 Follow steps 1, 2 and 3 as for back.  COR. 

4.  Divide for neck 76 sts each side. Before dividing for the neck take stitches L1 and R1 onto two 
separate single transfer tools and cross over stitches placing L1 onto R1 and R1 onto L1  (this 
stops a gap forming) Place LH needles in HP, to work right neck. 

5.  Armhole.    Dec for armhole at both ends, as for back.  AT THE SAME TIME,  

6.  Shape neck. SEE CHART ON TITLE PAGE FOR INSTRUCTIONS!  Dec 1 st at neck edge 

of next row, then every 3rd row until 31 sts remain.  Knit to 260 rows.   

7.  Shoulder shaping.  Cast off as for back. 

8.  Left neck.  COL.  Work as for right neck, reversing shapings. 

  

SLEEVES: 

1.  Cast on 72 sts in WY, using TD6 and open edge method.  Work 6 rows, ending COR.  Change to 

MY.  Work even for 24 rows.  You may wish to work a turn or picot row halfway.  To complete 

the hem, graft the cast-on sts to the last row worked.   

2.  Change to TD7 and Stocking stitch, RC000.   

3.  Inc 1 st at each end of every 7th row 11 times, then every 8th row 3 times to 100 sts (101 rows 

total). 

4.  Work even to total 108 rows.  COR.   

5.  Shape cap.  Cast off 9 sts at beg of next two rows (82 sts rem).  Dec 1 st at each end of every 2nd 

row 10 times, then dec 1 st at each end of every 3rd row 6 times, then dec 1 st at each end of 

every 2nd row 9 times.  Total 166 rows.  COR.  Cast off remaining 32 sts loosely.   

  

SHOULDER SEAMS:  

1.  Sew fronts to back along shoulder seams.   

  

FINISHING: 

1.  Sew sleeve top to armhole, easing to fit.  Sew side and sleeve seams.  Sew any remaining seams.   

2.  Finish neckline edges.  See title page for instructions 

3.  Darn/weave/sew in all loose ends. 
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41” finished chest size 
 

BACK: 

1.  Cast on 170 sts in WY, using TD6 and open edge method.  Work 6 rows, ending COR.  Change 

to MY.  Work even for 30 rows.  You may wish to work a turn or picot row halfway.  To 

complete the hem, graft the cast-on sts to the last row worked.   

2.  Change to TD7 and Stocking stitch, RC000.  Work 22 rows.   

3.  Waist Shaping.  Dec 1 st at each end of next row, then every following 5th row 12 times to 144 

sts.  84 rows total.  Work even for 14 rows.  Inc 1 st at each end of next row, then every 

following 6th row 10 times to 166 sts.  160 rows total.  Work even for 18 rows (178 rows total).  

COR.   

4.  Armhole shaping.  Cast off 9 sts at beginning of next 2 rows.    COR.  Dec 1 st at each end of 

every alternate row for 30 rows.  Total 210 rows with 118 sts remaining.   

5.  Work a further 52 rows even.  COR.  Total 262 rows. 

6.  Shoulder shaping.  Cast off 10 sts at beginning of next 2 rows.  Cast off 11 sts at beginning of 

following 4 rows.  COR.  [A neater finish is achieved by putting stitches into holding position 

instead of casting off, carriage on hold, and finally taking off on waste yarn, to be rehung with 

the corresponding front shoulder stitches, then cast off together] 

7.  Total 268 rows with 54 sts remaining for back of neck.  Cast off loosely as instructions on front 

page, or take off on waste yarn to finish later. 

  

FRONT: 

1-3 Follow steps 1, 2 and 3 as for back.  COR. 

4.  Divide for neck.    83 sts each side. Before dividing for the neck take stitches L1 and R1 onto two 
separate single transfer tools and cross over stitches placing L1 onto R1 and R1 onto L1  (this 
stops a gap forming)  Place LH needles in HP, to work right neck. 

5.  Armhole.    Dec for armhole at both ends, as for back.  AT THE SAME TIME,  

6.  Shape neck. SEE CHART ON TITLE PAGE FOR INSTRUCTIONS!  Dec 1 st at neck edge 

of next row, then every 3rd row until 32 stitches remain. Knit to 262 rows.   

7.  Shoulder shaping.  Cast off as for back. 

8.  Left neck.  COL.  Work as for right neck, reversing shapings. 

  

SLEEVES: 

1.  Cast on 74 sts in WY, using TD6 and open edge method.  Work 6 rows, ending COR.  Change to 

MY.  Work even for 24 rows.  You may wish to work a turn or picot row halfway.  To complete 

the hem, graft the cast-on sts to the last row worked.   

2.  Change to TD7 and Stocking stitch, RC000.   

3.  Inc 1 st at each end of every 6th row 3 times, then every 7th row 12 times to 104 sts (102 rows 

total). 

4.  Work even to total 108 rows.  COR.   

5.  Shape cap.  Cast off 9 sts at beg of next two rows (86 sts rem).  Dec 1 st at each end of every 2nd 

row 10 times, then dec 1 st at each end of every 3rd row 6 times, then dec 1 st at each end of 

every 2nd row 10 times.  Total 168 rows.  COR.  Cast off remaining 34 sts loosely.   

  

SHOULDER SEAMS:  

1.  Sew fronts to back along shoulder seams.   

  

FINISHING: 

1.  Sew sleeve top to armhole, easing to fit.  Sew side and sleeve seams.  Sew any remaining seams.   

2.  Finish neckline edges.  See title page for instructions 

3.  Darn/weave/sew in all loose ends. 
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43” finished chest size 
 

 

BACK: 

1.  Cast on 178 sts in WY, using TD6 and open edge method.  Work 6 rows, ending COR.  Change 

to MY.  Work even for 30 rows.  You may wish to work a turn or picot row halfway.  To 

complete the hem, graft the cast-on sts to the last row worked.   

2.  Change to TD7 and Stocking stitch, RC000.  Work 26 rows.   

3.  Waist Shaping.  Dec 1 st at each end of next row, then every following 5th row 12 times to 152 

sts.  88 rows total.  Work even for 10 rows.  Inc 1 st at each end of next row, then every 

following 6th row 10 times to 174 sts.  160 rows total.  Work even for 18 rows (178 rows total).  

COR.   

4.  Armhole shaping.  Cast off 10 sts at beginning of next 2 rows.    COR.  Dec 1 st at each end of 

every alternate row for 32 rows.  Total 212 rows with 122 sts remaining.   

5.  Work a further 52 rows even.  COR.  Total 264 rows. 

6.  Shoulder shaping.  Cast off 8 sts at beginning of next 6 rows.  Cast off 9 sts at beginning of 

following 2 rows.  COR.  [A neater finish is achieved by putting stitches into holding position 

instead of casting off, carriage on hold, and finally taking off on waste yarn, to be rehung with 

the corresponding front shoulder stitches, then cast off together] 

7.  Total 272 rows with 56 sts remaining for back of neck.  Cast off loosely as instructions on front 

page, or take off on waste yarn to finish later. 

 

  

FRONT: 

1-3 Follow steps 1, 2 and 3 as for back.  COR. 

4.  Divide for neck.    87 sts each side. Before dividing for the neck take stitches L1 and R1 onto two 
separate single transfer tools and cross over stitches placing L1 onto R1 and R1 onto L1  (this 
stops a gap forming) Place LH needles in HP, to work right neck. 

5.  Armhole.    Dec for armhole at both ends, as for back.  AT THE SAME TIME,  

6.  Shape neck. SEE CHART ON TITLE PAGE FOR INSTRUCTIONS!  Dec 1 st at neck edge 

of next row, then every 3rd row until 33 sts remain.  Then knit to 264 rows.   

7.  Shoulder shaping.  Cast off as for back. 

8.  Left neck.  COL.  Work as for right neck, reversing shapings. 

  

SLEEVES: 

1.  Cast on 74 sts in WY, using TD6 and open edge method.  Work 6 rows, ending COR.  Change to 

MY.  Work even for 24 rows.  You may wish to work a turn or picot row halfway.  To complete 

the hem, graft the cast-on sts to the last row worked.   

2.  Change to TD7 and Stocking stitch, RC000.   

3.  Inc 1 st at each end of every 6th row 17 times to 108 sts (102 rows total). 

4.  Work even to total 108 rows.  COR.   

5.  Shape cap.  Cast off 10 sts at beg of next two rows (88 sts rem).  Dec 1 st at each end of every 

2nd row 11 times, then dec 1 st at each end of every 3rd row 6 times, then dec 1 st at each end of 

every 2nd row 10 times.  Total 170 rows.  COR.  Cast off remaining 34 sts loosely.   

  

SHOULDER SEAMS:  

1.  Sew fronts to back along shoulder seams.   

  

FINISHING: 

1.  Sew sleeve top to armhole, easing to fit.  Sew side and sleeve seams.  Sew any remaining seams.   

2.  Finish neckline edges.  See title page for instructions 

3.  Darn/weave/sew in all loose ends. 
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 45” finished chest size 
 

BACK: 

1.  Cast on 186 sts in WY, using TD6 and open edge method.  Work 6 rows, ending COR.  Change 

to MY.  Work even for 30 rows.  You may wish to work a turn or picot row halfway.  To 

complete the hem, graft the cast-on sts to the last row worked.   

2.  Change to TD7 and Stocking stitch, RC000.  Work 24 rows.   

3.  Waist Shaping.  Dec 1 st at each end of next row, then every following 6th row 11 times to 162 

sts.  92 rows total.  Work even for 5 rows.  Inc 1 st at each end of next row, then every following 

7th row 9 times to 182 sts.  162 rows total.  Work even for 20 rows (182 rows total).  COR.   

4.  Armhole shaping.  Cast off 10 sts at beginning of next 2 rows.    COR.  Dec 1 st at each end of 

every alternate row for 36 rows.  Total 220 rows with 126 sts remaining.   

5.  Work a further 48 rows even.  COR.  Total 268 rows. 

6.  Shoulder shaping.  Cast off 8 sts at beginning of next 4 rows.  Cast off 9 sts at beginning of 

following 4 rows.  COR.  [A neater finish is achieved by putting stitches into holding position 

instead of casting off, carriage on hold, and finally taking off on waste yarn, to be rehung with 

the corresponding front shoulder stitches, then cast off together] 

7.  Total 276 rows with 58 sts remaining for back of neck.  Cast off loosely as instructions on front 

page, or take off on waste yarn to finish later. 

  

FRONT: 

1-3 Follow steps 1, 2 and 3 as for back.  COR. 

4.  Divide for neck.    91 sts each side. Before dividing for the neck take stitches L1 and R1 onto two 
separate single transfer tools and cross over stitches placing L1 onto R1 and R1 onto L1  (this 
stops a gap forming) Place LH needles in HP, to work right neck. 

5.  Armhole.    Dec for armhole at both ends, as for back.  AT THE SAME TIME,  

6.  Shape neck. SEE CHART ON TITLE PAGE FOR INSTRUCTIONS!  Dec 1 st at neck edge 

of next row, then every 3rd row until 34 sts remain.  Then knit to 268 rows.   

7.  Shoulder shaping.  Cast off as for back. 

8.  Left neck.  COL.  Work as for right neck, reversing shapings. 

  

SLEEVES: 

1.  Cast on 76 sts in WY, using TD6 and open edge method.  Work 6 rows, ending COR.  Change to 

MY.  Work even for 24 rows.  You may wish to work a turn or picot row halfway.  To complete 

the hem, graft the cast-on sts to the last row worked.   

2.  Change to TD7 and Stocking stitch, RC000.   

3.  Inc 1 st at each end of every 6th row 17 times to 110 sts (102 rows total). 

4.  Work even to total 108 rows.  COR.   

5.  Shape cap.  Cast off 10 sts at beg of next two rows (90 sts rem).  Dec 1 st at each end of every 

2nd row 12 times, then dec 1 st at each end of every 3rd row 4 times, then dec 1 st at each end of 

every 2nd row 12 times.  Total 170 rows.  COR.  Cast off remaining 34 sts loosely.   

  

SHOULDER SEAMS:  

1.  Sew fronts to back along shoulder seams.   

  

FINISHING: 

1.  Sew sleeve top to armhole, easing to fit.  Sew side and sleeve seams.  Sew any remaining seams.   

2.  Finish neckline edges.  See title page for instructions 

3.  Darn/weave/sew in all loose ends. 
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47” finished chest size 
 

BACK: 

1.  Cast on 196 sts in WY, using TD6 and open edge method.  Work 6 rows, ending COR.  Change 

to MY.  Work even for 34 rows.  You may wish to work a turn or picot row halfway.  To 

complete the hem, graft the cast-on sts to the last row worked.   

2.  Change to TD7 and Stocking stitch, RC000.  Work 26 rows.   

3.  Waist Shaping.  Dec 1 st at each end of next row, then every following 5th row 12 times to 170 

sts.  88 rows total.  Work even for 10 rows.  Inc 1 st at each end of next row, then every 

following 6th row 10 times to 192 sts.  160 rows total.  Work even for 20 rows (180 rows total).  

COR.   

4.  Armhole shaping.  Cast off 11 sts at beginning of next 2 rows.    COR.  Dec 1 st at each end of 

every alternate row for 40 rows.  Total 222 rows with 130 sts remaining.   

5.  Work a further 46 rows even.  COR.  Total 268 rows. 

6.  Shoulder shaping.  Cast off 8 sts at beginning of next 2 rows.  Cast off 9 sts at beginning of 

following 6 rows.  COR.  [A neater finish is achieved by putting stitches into holding position 

instead of casting off, carriage on hold, and finally taking off on waste yarn, to be rehung with 

the corresponding front shoulder stitches, then cast off together] 

7.  Total 276 rows with 60 sts remaining for back of neck.  Cast off loosely as instructions on front 

page, or take off on waste yarn to finish later. 

  

FRONT: 

1-3 Follow steps 1, 2 and 3 as for back.  COR. 

4.  Divide for neck.    96 sts each side. Before dividing for the neck take stitches L1 and R1 onto two 
separate single transfer tools and cross over stitches placing L1 onto R1 and R1 onto L1  (this 
stops a gap forming) Place LH needles in HP, to work right neck  

5.  Armhole.    Dec for armhole at both ends, as for back.  AT THE SAME TIME,  

6.  Shape neck. SEE CHART ON TITLE PAGE FOR INSTRUCTIONS!   Dec 1 st at neck edge 

of next row, then every 3rd row  until 35 sts remain.  Then knit to 268 rows.   

7.  Shoulder shaping.  Cast off as for back. 

8.  Left neck.  COL.  Work as for right neck, reversing shapings. 

  

SLEEVES: 

1.  Cast on 78 sts in WY, using TD6 and open edge method.  Work 6 rows, ending COR.  Change to 

MY.  Work even for 28 rows.  You may wish to work a turn or picot row halfway.  To complete 

the hem, graft the cast-on sts to the last row worked.   

2.  Change to TD7 and Stocking stitch, RC000.   

3.  Inc 1 st at each end of every 5th row 7 times, then every 6th row 11 times to 114 sts (101 rows 

total). 

4.  Work even to total 106 rows.  COR.   

5.  Shape cap.  Cast off 11 sts at beg of next two rows (92 sts rem).  Dec 1 st at each end of every 

2nd row 13 times, then dec 1 st at each end of every 3rd row 4 times, then dec 1 st at each end of 

every 2nd row 12 times.  Total 170 rows.  COR.  Cast off remaining 34 sts loosely.   

  

SHOULDER SEAMS:  

1.  Sew fronts to back along shoulder seams.   

  

FINISHING: 

1.  Sew sleeve top to armhole, easing to fit.  Sew side and sleeve seams.  Sew any remaining seams.   

2.  Finish neckline edges.  See title page for instructions 

3.  Darn/weave/sew in all loose ends. 
 


